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... for love is of God, and every one
that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God.
—1 John 4:7

How were we to know
through the thick, smoking days,
the awful rubble of terror

and the warring words? How were we
to remember, except through the insistence
of our own hearts in the slow blue

of morning, another day for some of us
to take December seriously,
to practice hope like birds anticipating

south? There are towns still wanting to believe:
rooms where trees stand as monuments
so beautiful they might have wings.

And Bethlehem is, after all, as near
as any town where gifts are not bombs,
where greetings are not gunfire,
and where a shepherd could stop for directions.
It floats, this village, on hills in snow,
under the same stars flaring over the plains

everywhere, for anyone who survives, shivering
and wounded, but expecting to be allowed to love
on this rolling, reeling, fast darkening

Christmas earth.
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Provo is a world away from San Diego. In this topsy-turvy tale, it is the wealthy, religious, east-bench Provoans who enjoy the best that life can offer and share it with a less privileged, laid-back, So Cal teenager over one summer vacation. At first, Jeff finds himself dazzled by east-bench affluence and faith. But as the summer progresses, events persuade him to rethink this religion-and-riches culture and to accept that the normal temptations and foibles of youth—without the Porsche—are just fine: “Every September before school, Dad gave me a blessing and told me to be receptive to the guidance of the Holy Ghost. I didn’t particularly like the idea of the Holy Ghost following me around, checking up on what I was doing all the time, but Mom said I needed all the help I could get, particularly when it came to girls. I liked living in Aunt Helen’s eight-million-dollar house. It made me feel like I might enjoy the summer more than I had thought I would. I knew that I wouldn’t be able to wander around the house in my boxers and t-shirt, but I felt important.”